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Eric Frances Coppolino
"Pluto in Aquarius and the Digital Environment"
We might consider that the effects of the now-total digital environment are the single most
important spiritual issue faced by humanity. This is not about gadgets; it's about their
influence on how we think, what we feel, and how we relate to one another.
In just a few years the internet went from being a thing you would occasionally connect with,
to something infusing the totality of our lives, our relationships and our state of mind. It is an
extended nervous system that merges all people and institutions into a continuous web of
consciousness that moves at the speed of light.
Aquarius is the sign that represents social patterns, groups of all kinds and the relationship
between the individual and the group. And, it also represents the wave-based electrical
environment which has swallowed both our collective and individual relationships. What
then are the implications of Pluto entering Aquarius?
"I'll use a combination of astrology and the media theory of Marshall McLuhan (the medium
is the message) to consider the potential of what this transit might be about. Pluto has a way
of transforming and deepening whatever it touches. It can also represent the expression of
raw power. I'll be considering the possibilites in this conversation for astrology students on
any level of study."
BIO: Eric Frances Coppolino is the world's only horoscope writer to carry international press
credentials. His columns have appeared everywhere from the NY Daily News to the London
Daily Mirror. Since 1983, his investigative features have focused on scientific fraud and
corporate crime, and have appeared in the New York Times, the Village Voice, The Ecologist, The
Mountain Astrologer, and many other top international publications. He lives in Kingston,
New York.
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